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A survey of 16 MRFs in 10 northeastern states found the average blended value of a ton of
curbside recyclables rose substantially in the third quarter. | Natallia Boroda/Shutterstock

Materials recovery facilities in the northeastern U.S. enjoyed a sharp increase in recyclables prices
during the third quarter, according to a survey from the Northeast Recycling Council.

The blended value of a ton of recyclables (not counting disposal costs associated with residuals) was
$184.63 in the third quarter of 2021, up nearly 38% from the second quarter and up 294% year over
year.

Counting the negative value of residuals, the blended average price in the third quarter was $175.95
a ton, up 41% from the second quarter and up 338% year over year.

“Values for all commodities other than glass that are processed at residential MRFs continued to rise
dramatically this quarter,” NERC’s report found.

The results of the quarterly survey from the Northeast Recycling Council (NERC) roughly track with
what the country’s largest garbage and recycling haulers reported for the third quarter, as well.
Casella Waste Systems, which operates throughout the northeast region, reported that the average
commodity price it enjoyed during the third quarter was $113 per ton higher than it was a year
earlier. The higher values helped drive a double-digit increase in recycling revenue and triple-digit
increase in recycling segment profitability.

The NERC survey also asks MRFs about their processing costs. For the third quarter, the average was
$93 per ton, up 19% from the second quarter and up 11% year over year.

For the latest survey, NERC received data from 16 MRFs in 10 states, including single-stream, dual-
stream and source-separating facilities.
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The latest recycling industry news

Paper end users reflect on 2021 OCC
price runup
One major paper company reported a 179%
increase in OCC prices year over year during
the third quarter. Although the OCC market
has cooled slightly since then, paper
companies are projecting similarly elevated
prices for the year to come.

Recycled pulp plants planned for
Southeast
A $155 million facility to recycle OCC and
mixed paper is coming to the Savannah, Ga.
area, the governor’s office announced.

Paper exports stable despite Chinese
market exit
The third quarter of the year brought a
resilient recovered fiber export market, even
as the largest overseas buyer virtually
disappeared. Meanwhile, scrap plastic
exports continued a precipitous decline.

Women in Circularity: Jessica Bowman
In this monthly series, we spotlight women
moving us toward a circular economy. Today,
we meet Jessica Bowman of the Plant Based
Products Council.

EPA publishes finalized National
Recycling Strategy
In conjunction with America Recycles Day,
the U.S. EPA on Nov. 15 released a roadmap
for improving municipal recycling across the
country. Officials say it is an important
component of materials management, but it
is not the entire story.

With revenues soaring, WM and others
invest in processing
Driven by labor market difficulties, Waste
Management is accelerating its plans to
upgrade MRFs so they can operate more
profitably and with a smaller headcount, the
company’s CEO said.

Stakeholders chime in for America
Recycles Day
A call for recycling consistency, the launch of
a multi-family recycling pilot program, and
details on free local-program resources were
among the announcements tied to America
Recycles Day.
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